From a life IN FRICTION,To a life IN FLOW.
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Leader in Mind-Body Medicine.
Specialized in mindfulness based stress relief,
brain-based wellness, intuitive leadership & coaching.

BIOGRAPHY
Tamara Gold is a Chicago area leading voice in brain-based wellness,
personal growth, neuro-leadership, spiritual empowerment work, and
holistic entrepreneurship for women. Tamara is a former GM,
Regional Training Director, lead instructor, and national curriculum
developer for 3 of Chicagos leading health, fitness, and professional
massage therapy training franchises and an award-winning
International Podcaster for Intention Radio. She has three decades of
direct experience training over 25k professionals, high performers,
leaders, and entrepreneurs on how to holistically optimizing
performance, energy, and healing potential.
A powerhouse leader on the art of mind-body medicine,
mindfulness-based success & stress-relief, intuitive leadership,
meditation, and master instructor in multiple modalities. She is a
highly seasoned NMT, Yoga Therapist, currently mentoring to
become a Grand Master, Master mindset, Human Design & Neuro
Coach, and founder of the global personal development brand –
Tamara Gold Empowered Living.
Tamara’s mission is to create an impact in the world by educating
women leaders and entrepreneurs on how to effortlessly integrate
mindfulness-based strategies into their life and leadership. To help
women entrepreneurs avoid the pain, suffering, and loss created
from burnout while developing the understanding of how to best
manage their unique energy rhythms to create, with ease, a mindful,
purpose-full, and impactful life and business.
She’s passionate about helping wellness professionals, leaders, and
entrepreneurs build better brains, achieve their upper limits and
actualize those “impossible” dreams by integrating cutting-edge
neuroscience, yoga therapy, human design, mindfulness, and intuitive
leadership strategies, to create deep purpose and radical life
alignment. She’s living as an authentic example of what is possible
when you activate the hidden power of the mind and mindfulnessbased strategies to overcome server burnout. Tamara has inspired
and transformed thousands of women's lives worldwide with her
unconventional style of coaching and teaching. Sharing intuitive,
practical, down-to-earth, and easy-to-digest strategies so that
ANYONE can benefit from her content, podcast, social platforms,
coaching, and digital courses.

SUGGESTED TOPICS
Mindfulness-based stress relief for improved health,
performance, and success
Brain-based and holistic energy management
Compassionate communication for improved
connection, success & leadership
Holistic high performance
Holistic centered living and leadership
Chronic pain and burnout prevention
Mindfulness, mindset, and meditation
Intuitive entrepreneurship
Neuro-wisdom for success and wealth

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS
How to maximize my productivity?
What mindfulness strategies can we use to effectively
deal with chronic stress and to help overcome anxiety,
overwhelm, fatigue and burnout?
What mindfulness strategies help optimize sleep quality,
health, brain performance, and energy management?
What is compassionate communication and how does
this technique enhance intimacy, connection, team
bonding, client results, even increase sales.
What are the two types of burnout and the key signs or
symptoms?
What are some of the most detrimental work habits that
reduce brain health, creativity, and performance?
Key strategies for creating productive work schedules,
spaces at home or in the office?
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